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SEATTLE COLLEGE
CALENDAR, 1932-1933
FALL QUARTER
1932

22, 23
Instruction begins ... ...............................................................September 26
Mass of the Holy Ghost ................................................ September 29
Registration ............................................................September 21,

Feastof All Saints ...............................................................November 1

23
Classesresumed .....................................................................November 28
Feast of The Immaculate Conception........................December 8
Fall quarter ends ............. .......................................................December 20

Thanksgiving recess begins ........ ..................................November

WINTER QUARTER
1933

Instructionbegins ......... ............................................................... January 2
Washington's Birthday ......................................................February 22
President's Day .................. ............................................................ March 17
Winter quarter ends .................................................................. March 17

SPRING QUARTER
1933

Instructionbegins ...................................... ...................... ............ March 20
Easter recess begins .................................. ................................... April
Classesresumed ................................................................................. April
AscensionThursday ........................... ............................................. May

12
18
2

MemorialDay ..............................................--------------- .......................... May 30
Springquarter ends ......... .......................------ .------------------------------- ..... June
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GENERAL INFORMATION
SEATTLE COLLEGE, conducted by the Fathers of
the Society of Jesus, was founded in 1892 and received its
charter from the State of Washington in 1898 under the
corporate title of "Seattle College" with full power to
confer academic degrees and honors as are usually conferred by similar institutions and colleges of learning in the
United States. Seattle College is accredited with Junior
standing by the University of Washington.
HISTORY

The history of Seattle College begins on September
27, 1891 when the Rev. Victor Garrand, S. J., and the
Rev. Adrian Sweere, S. J., came to Seattle and established
themselves in St. Francis' Hall, which was used for a
church and school. The building was located on Sixth and
Spring Street and was rented for a period of time until the
Jesuit Fathers could provide themselves with a suitable location in the city.
The block on the corner of Broadway and Madison
was secured later and in 1893 the cornerstone of the Immaculate Conception School was laid.
The fall of 1894 saw the start of Seattle College,
when two instructors of the Society of Jesus arrived to
begin the work of higher education in Seattle.
The years that followed were years of hard struggle
for Seattle College. In the midst of pioneer conditions, the
college had been founded, yet it was not until the year
1900 that the institution saw the collegiate course begun
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with the class of "Humanities." The coming years brought
new additions to the teaching staff and further improve'
ments along the line of the preceding years' work.
With the almost unprecedented progress of the city
in population, the authorities of the institution felt the
need of expansion, but the limited means at their disposal
made it impossible to carry out their plans. In the mean'
time Seattle College confined its efforts to maintaining a
standard college with the high school classes preparatory
to it; trying, with the small resources at its command, to
answer the needs of those who looked to it for guidance.
NEW SEATTLE COLLEGE

The great need of Seattle College, in order to attain
its high end, was new and more commodious buildings.
The Jesuit Fathers in Seattle had for years looked to the
friends of higher education to enable them to do in Seattle
what was expected of them and what the Society was ac'
tually accomplishing in other cities.
After years of patient waiting the new Seattle College
became a reality through the foresight, generosity and
munificence of Mr. Thomas C. McHugh of St. Joseph's
parish.
The new Seattle College was situated on the Inter'
taken Boulevard at Twelfth Avenue North in one of the
choicest locations of Seattle, overlooking Lake Union.
The college grounds, covering seven acres in all and
two buildings, were admirably suited to our needs and were
ready for the faculty and students at the opening of the
fall session of 1919.

SEA FrLE COLLEGE
announces

EVENING COURSES
on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday

at the College Building
BROADWAY and MADISON

Instruction from 7:00 to 9:30

REGISTRATION
September 29 and 30, 7 to 9 p.m.

FEES
$5.00 per Semester Hour

OUTLINE OF COURSES
APOLOGETICS
110, 111, 112. Christian Apologetics. A course concerned with
fundamental apologetic problems, such as the existence of God,
the nature of religion and revelation, the divinity of Christ., the
institution of the Church and the causes of indifferentism—intended to fortify the Catholic layman against the loose thinking
and skepticism of the day.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
Monday, 7:30 o'clock
Instructor: Fr. Daniel J. Reidy, S.J.
ECONOMICS
6, 7, 8. This course is intended to give a thorough explanation
of the laws and principles underlying the complex system by which
human wants are satisfied and the interpretation of various social
and business phenomena in the light of the knowledge thus gained.
A study is made of the primary processes of production and the
system of exchange with an exposition of exchange value and price.
Consideration is given to money, its uses, banking practices and
the principles of international trade and foreign exchange. This is
followed by an analysis of the distribution of the social wealth
produced. Transportation, taxation, co-operation and industrial
remedies are also treated.
Thursday, 7:30 o'clock
Instructor: Fr. Raymond Nichols, S.J.
101 Business Law—Contracts. Elements of a contract; parties,
consideration; illegal and void contracts; construction; verbal and
written contracts. Statute of Frauds; termination; breach; damages.
Negotiable instruments, Sales. Bills, notes, drafts and checks. Acceptance of Drafts. Certified checks; right and liabilities of endorsem; presentments; notice of dishonor; protest. Sales; the contract
of sales, immediate and future sales; rights and duties of consignee;
consignor and carrier; stoppage and loss in transit; setting sales
aside; warranties.
Two hours—Fall
Tuesday, 7:30 o'clock
Instructor: Mr. George Stuntz, LLB.

Agency. Bailments and Carriers. Who may be agents
and how appointed; rights and duties of agents and principals in
reference to each other and third parties; termination. Bailments.
Nature and classificatian; innkeepers. Common carriers; carriers
of passengers; and of goods; telegraph and telephone companies. Partnerships and Corporations. Bankruptcy. Articles of co-partnership;
rights of partners against each other. Rights of creditors against
firm and partners; kind of partners; termination, liquidation of
assets.
Two hours—Winter.
Corporations, charter and bylaws; stock holders and directors' meetings. Form of corporate stock; elections, ultra vires acts;
directors' and stockholders' liabilities; rights of creditors; dissolution.
Bankruptcy. Who may become bankrupts; exemption, duties; compositions, discharge; offence against bankruptcy law; trustees and
referees; preferred creditors.
Two hours—Spring.
ENGLISH
10, 11, 12. Composition and Rhetoric. A course in the esentials
of composition and effective English. Thorough introductory review
of the principles of grammar and syntax, with daily exercises followed by a study of the elements of style, expression and form.
The sentence and the paragraph are studied as the units of writing.
The principles of Exposition and Argumentation are investigated
and practiced in original themes. Daily exercises based on text and
handbook and one weekly theme.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
Friday, 7:30 o'clock
Instructor: Mr. Paul McLane
123, 124, 125. Seminar in Shakespeare. Shakespeare's life, in,
fluence, background and sources of his plays. An acquaintance by
reading of assignments with the Shakespearean literature of critcism
a study of his chief plays especially in comparison with those of
other dramatists. The poems of Shakespeare together with certain
representative specimens of the work of his contemporaries. Plays
read and analyzed in class with supplementary readings, both in
the plays and in the books on the Elizabethan age and its drama,
required.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring
Wednesday, 7:30 o'dock
Instructor: Mr. Paul McLane

PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
4, 5, 6. Psychology. The object of this course is to acquaint the
student with some of the more important and fundamental phenomena of the sensuous and rational life of man; sense perception;
memory and imagination; intellectual apprehension; sensuous and
rational appetency; freedom of will.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
Friday, 7:30 o'clock
Instructor: Fr. Jas. McGoldrick, S.J.
13, 14, 15. Social Ethics. The Philosophy of Religion-Individual
Rights and Duties. Suicide. Dueling. Charity and Justice. Freedom of Conscience. Right of Self-Defense. Ownership. Socialism.
Society in General. The Family. Marriage. Emancipation of Woman. Parental Rights. Slavery. The State. Constitution of the
State. Powers and Rights of the State. Church and State. The
School Question. Liberty of the Press. International Law. Intervention. Treaties. Concordats.
Two hours—FalI, Winter, Spring.
Thursday, 7:30 o'clock
Instructor: Fr. Daniel J. Reidy, S.J.
PUBLIC SPEAKING AND ORATORY
4, 5, 6. Practical Speaking. Rudiments of speaking for practical
purposes. Forms of argument, assertions, and proofs, processes of
reasoning; uses of materials of proof. Methods of development in
composition. Success factors of delivery in oral discussion and
formal business address. Students are required to prepare forensic
papers on current questions as well as to participate in group discussion and open debate.
One hour—Fall, Winter, Spring.
Monday, 7:00 o'clock
Instructor: Fr. Howard F. Peronteau, S.J.

For Further Particulars Address
DEAN, SEATTLE COLLEGE
916 E. Marion Street, Phone PRospect 1670
2440 Interlaken Boulevard, Phone CApitol 1120

SEATTLE COLLEGE
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PRESENT LOCATION

Owing to the expansion of the work and to the
growth of the student body, the original building at Broadway and Madison was thoroughly renovated, new laboratories and a library installed and classes for the college department were resumed there in the fall of 1931, thus separating the college and the high school, which remains at
Interlaken Boulevard.
SYSTEM OF EDUCATION
The educational system of Seattle College and the
course of studies are substantially the same as in all other
colleges of the Society of Jesus. The ideal of the Jesuit
system of training is that education is a developing, through
discipline, of the several human powers of the student. It
is not therefore mere instruction or acquisition of knowledge, although instruction and the acquisition of know'
ledge necessarily accompany any right system of education.
Learning is an instrument of education, not its end.
Its end is culture and mental and moral development, to
cultivate the mind, to build up and strengthen true character, and to impart that accuracy of thought and meaning and breadth of view which must ever be the foundation
as well of more advanced scholarship as of eminence in
the professions and other stations of life.
While no delusion is entertained that it is possible or
desirable during a college course to store young minds
with all the information necessary for a lifetime, still it is
presumed that a student of fair capacity who has conscientiously followed the curriculum will be possessed of trained
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and cultivated faculties and will have a considerable
amount of positive knowledge in the major fields of learn'
ing and that he will have an intelligent sympathy with
progress and intellectual activity generally and be saved,
as far as possible, from narrowness and superficialty.
The system does not foster the illusion of those who
seem to imagine that education, understood as enriching
and stimulating the intellectual faculties, has a morally
elevating influence in human life. While conceding the
effects of education in energizing and refining imagination,
taste, understanding and the powers of observation, we have
always held that knowledge and intellectual development
in themselves have no moral efficacy. Religion alone can
purify the heart and guide and strengthen the will. Hence,
in its moral and religious training the college aims at building the conscience of its students for the right fulfillment
of their civil, social and religious duties. There is insistence
on the cultivation of the Christian virtues which operate
for this fulfillment; and, as the only solid basis of virtue
and morality, thorough instruction in the principles of religion forms an essential part of the system. Students of any
denomination are admitted to the courses, and all are re'
quired to show a respectful demeanor during the ordinary
exercise of public prayer. The Catholic students are required to obtain passing grades in the classes in Evidences
of Religion, to be present at the Chapel exercises, to make
an annual retreat and to approach the Sacraments at least
once a month.

SEATFLE COLLEGE
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NEEDS

The college stands in urgent need of the following:
The liquidation of outstanding obligations.
The establishment of professorships, scholarships, and a student
loan service.
The augmentation of library and of laboratory facilities.

FORM OF BEQUEST

Seattle, Washington
I------------------------------------- .------------------ ........ hereby give,
bequeath and devise to SEATTLE COLLEGE, a corporation duly incorporated under the laws of the State of
Washington, the following ..................................................

for the use and purposes of said corporation.
(Signed)
Witnesses:
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GENERAL SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
The college year extends over approximately 36
weeks from the latter part of September to the first part
of June and is divided into the Fall quarter, ending with
final examinations before Christmas; the Winter quarter,
ending about the middle of March; and the Spring quarter,
ending with Commencement in June. As the academic
work of the College is organized to extend through the
entire year, regular registration takes place ordinarily only
at the beginning of the Fall quarter.
No student may regularly attend any course in which
he is not registered as a student. Before enrolling in any
course a student must obtain a card signed by the Treasurer of the College, showing that a satisfactory settlement
of his accounts has been made, and by the Dean, showing
approval of subjects selected. This card must be presented
to his professors and is then returned to the Dean's office
to be filed.
Registration after the regularly appointed days subjects the student to the payment of the late registration
fee. Students entering the College after the opening of
classes must make up all back work within one month after
entrance. Exceptions may be made only with the permis'
sion of the Dean. Ordinarly no changes are allowed after
the registration card is filed in the office. Changes are allowed Freshmen during the first two days of regular class
and for all other students, one day after the opening of
regular class. For every such change allowed a fee of $1.50
will be charged for each course.
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Withdrawal is the voluntary severance by the student
of his connections with the course or with the College and
is indicated on the registration books by a "W". A student may withdraw from any course with the consent of
his instructor and of the Dean during the first four weeks
of the quarter. After that time he may withdraw at any
time prior to the last two weeks of the quarter, but if his
work has not been satisfactory, he shall receive an "F" in'
stead of a "W." A student dropping a course without regular withdrawal shall be given an "F" in that course.
A student withdrawing voluntarily from the College
is entitled to Honorable Dismissal under the following
regulations:
He must be in good standing with the College,
i.e., not liable to dismissal on account of failures,
excessive absence or tardiness, or a breach of discipline.
He must make written application to the Dean.
All financial indebtedness must be settled with the
College.
Regular attendance at all classroom and laboratory
exercises is required of all.
A record of 80% attendance at the exercises of any
course is absolutely requisite for any credit in that course.
Short intermittent absences shall be considered inexcusable
and shall result in a lowering of the student's grades, unless previous arrangments have been made with the instructors, subject to the approval of the Dean.
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It is the policy of the authorities to see to it that even
occasional and involuntary absence shall proportionally
affect the final credit to be awarded. Flagrant irregularity
in attendance by way of absence or tardiness, is a sufficient
reason for dismissal or suspension from the College.
It is the right of the instructor to decide as to when
tardiness is to be considered the equivalent of absence and
also to refuse admission to class, lecture or laboratory section in case of inexcusable or habitual tardiness. No one
is to be admitted ten minutes after the opening of a class.
In the case of absence, all class assignments and requirements must be made up by the student irrespective of
the cause of absence.
QUARTERLY EXAMINATIONS

Examinations shall be held at the close of each quarter
in all courses. Tests shall be held every six weeks. Absence
from an examination, unless excused in writing by the
Dean, shall be counted as a failure in that examination.
CONDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS

Conditional examinations are held usually three weeks
after the beginning of the next quarter. No one is allowed
to take a conditional examination without a card of admission signed by the Dean, for which the fee is $2.00.
Before admission to a conditional examination, the student
must give satisfactory proof to his instructor that he has
a sufficient grasp of the matter in which he has failed.
All examinations must be written in 'blue books". A
student absent from a scheduled examination either through
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sickness or other unavoidable cause, or by permission of
the Dean, may take another examination under the following conditions:
He shall satisfy the Dean as to his reason for
absence.
He shall obtain a card of admission for which the
fee is $2.00 and on presenting it to his instructor
take the examination at the time approved by the
Dean and his instructor.
MARKING SYSTEM

The grades, or marks, awarded for scholarship, with
their approximate value in terms of percentage, are the
following:
A-93- 100, excellent
B-8-92, good
C-77-84, fair
D-70-76, passing

E-60-69, conditional
F-0-9, failure
I—incomplete
W—withdrawn

A student may be reported "Incomplete" if some
small portion of his work remains unfinished, provided his
standing in the course has been a grade of "C" or higher.
To assure credit this work must be completed within one
month after the beginning of the following quarter, otherwise the course shall be reported as a grade of "E".
The grade awarded for the removal of a Condition
is "D"; for the removal of an Incomplete the grade awarded shall be determined solely by the quality of the work.
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GRADE POINTS

A value in points is assigned to the several grades
as follows: for each hour of grade "A", 4 points; for each
hour of "B", 3 points; for each hour of "Ce', 2 points; for
each hour of "D", 1 point. An I (Incomplete) and a W
(Withdrawn) count neither as registered hours nor grade
points.
Any student who at any time in a quarter is reported
as doing work below passing grade in any subject shall be
so advised.
Any student failing in any quarter to make twice as
many grade points as registered hours shall be automatically
placed on the warned list. A student shall remain on the
warned list until his grade points both for the previous quarter, and for his entire record are twice as many as his registered hours.
Any student is liable for dismissal who, while on the
warned list, fails to make one and eight'tenths grade points,
or not on the warned list, fails to make as many grade points
as registered hours.
Reinstatement of a student dismissed for poor scholar'
ship shall be allowed only on premission of the Dean and
the instructors. A student so reinstated shall be put on the
probation list until his grade points in any given quarter are
twice as many as his registered hours.

SEATTLE COLLEGE
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CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS

For rank with full standing as a Sophomore, a student
must have completed 45 credits with a general average of
above 'D"; as a Junior, 90 credits with the same average;
and as a Senior, 135 credits.
REPORTS OF SCHOLARSHIP

Report of the scholastic standing of each student shall
be issued at the close of each quarter. In case of delinquency, however, due notice will be given in the intervening
time.
Parents or guardians who may find themselves uninformed as to the scholastic standing of son or ward are kindly
requested to communicate with the Dean,
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ADMISSION
TESTIMONIALS AND CREDENTIALS

All applicants for admission to the College must present satisfactory testimonials of good moral character. A
student entering from another College or institution of col
legiate rank, must furnish from such institution (1) a certificate of honorable dismissal; (2) official transcript of all
college credits together with entering high school units.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman class must
present entrance credits amounting to fifteen units in accept'
able subjects, representing four years of accredited high
school work.
A unit is a series of recitations or exercises in a given
subject continuously throughout the school year. The number of class exercises required in a week for each unit shall
be in general, five. Double periods are required for laboratory courses. Half units will be accepted only when presented in addition to integral units in the same subject or in
half-year subjects which constitute a complete course in
themselves, e.g., Solid Geometry. Any two of the biological
sciences (Physiology, Botany, Zoology) may be combined
into a continuous year's course equal to one unit. Not more
than four units in any one subject will be accepted and not
less than two units in any language.
Applicants, who are not entitled to admission by certificate must pass entrance examinations based on a four-year
course amounting to 15 units definitely correlated with the
curriculum to which admission is desired. In satisfying en-
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trance requirements by college courses, 10 credits are counted as one unit.
The following list gives the minimum subject requirements for admission into any regular curriculum.
English......................................................... 3 units
Algebra.........................................................1 unit
Plane Geometry ....................................... 1 unit
History.........................................................2 units
Laboratory Science ..............................1 unit
Foreign Language .................................2 units
Approved Electives ........................... 5 units
Among the electives not more than 4 units will be
accepted in commercial or vocational subjects combined.
A student entering with accepted credits in accordance
with the following schedule will have satisfied requirements
and enjoy the maximum of exemption from the required
subjects in lower division work.
UNITS
3. English. All lower division entrants in the college
must take an examination designed to test their ability to
write English without gross errors in spelling, grammar,
diction, sentence structure and punctuation. All students
who do not pass this examination will be required to take
a course of instruction in the minimum essentials of English
compositon without credit. This course will be given two
hours a week for a quarter. Every student, who is required
to take this course, will be charged a fee of $5.00, and the
charge will be repeated each time he takes the course.
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History. Two units of History are required in
the High School or the College. As a knowledge of the development of civilization is essential to a cultural and intellectual attitude, it is recommended that in the High School
or in the College a student have courses in ancient, modem
and medieval history.
1. Laboratory Science. Physics, Chemistry. Any two
of the biological Sciences (Physiology, Botany, Zoology)
may be combined into a continuous course equal to one unit.
Foreign Language. To complete the language requirements of lower division, a student must have (1) three
years of one language in the high school and/or in the College; (2) or two years of two foreign languages in the High
School and/or in the College (3) or pass the reading knowledge test in an approved language.
5. Electives. These electives may be in courses accepted for graduation in the student's high school provided
that there are not more than four in vocational or commercial subjects.

SEATTLE COLLEGE
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The requirements for graduation from the College
are:
The completion of a minimum of 180 quarter
hours of work in prescribed and elective courses
leading to the degree desired. 360 grade points
must also be secured, i.e., an average grade of
"C1 77-84) or above.
A certain amount of prescribed work, especially
in Freshman and Sophomore years.
Thirty upper division credits in the major or in
work approved as part of the major.
Thirty upper division credits divided so as to
present fifteen credits each in approved subjects
related to the major or representing a definite
educational program.
(c) Thirty hours of elective upper division credits,
chosen to afford opportunity for broader culture
or for greater specialization, as the student may
choose.
(f) At least the senior year residence at Seattle College.
" (

A quarter hour is the unit or standard for computing
the amount of the student's work. A quarter hour is defined as one lecture, recitation or class exercise, one hour
in length per week, for one quarter. Two hours of laboratory are equivalent to one recitation hour. Two hours preparation on the part of the student will be required for each
hour of lecture and recitation.
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Regular work for Freshmen is fifteen or sixteen hours
per week. No Freshman may register for more than 16
hours, exclusive of courses in Religion, without special permission of the Dean; and such registration is not allowed to
any student in his first quarter of residence.
In case of students in longer attendance, permission
may be granted to take studies up to 18 hours per week, exclusive of courses in Religion, after the standing of the student in each study of the quarter is found to be "B" or over.
No candidate for a degree will be allowed fewer than 12
hours per quarter.
LOWER DIVISION
Lower division is organized to offer a broad, cultural
training based on the balanced study of the Humanities,
Social Sciences and Natural Sciences in order to prepare a
student (1) to pursue this broad cultural training in 2 years
or more as an objective in itself; (2) to prepare for advanced
studies in Humanities, Social Science, Psychology or Natu'
i-al Science; (3) to take advantage of this fundamental training to aid in his choice of a vocation. Such a student may
proceed from the lower division to the upper division of
the College of Liberal Arts, or to other professional and
vocational schools provided that his electives have been
chosen for such a transfer.
General requirements for the Junior Certificate: (1)
satisfaction of all entrance requirements; (2) completion of
an amount of college work totalling 90 credits; including
all specified preparatory requirements for lower division
work as listed below; (3) a satisfactory paper of about
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5000 words dealing with a course approved or prescribed
for Sophomores.
(1) Specific requirements.
Rhetoric and Composition 1 & 2............10 credits
5 credits
Psychology 2 ..........................
Philosophy 1 & 3, or 1 &4, 5, 6.............10 credits
Completion of Foreign Language requirement.
Completion of History requirement as explained
above page 20.
(2) General Group Requirements.
(not more than 10 credits in any one subject may
be used to satisfy the requirements of any of the
following groups.)
Humanities ................................................10 credits
English: Foreign Literature in Original or trans'
lation; Philosophy.
Social Sciences ..........................................15 credits
History, Economics, Sociology
Natural Sciences .......................................15 credits

(3)

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry
Electives .....................................................................25 credits

The fulfillment of these requirements outlined above
gives the lower division the standing of a Junior College accredited to the University of Washington.
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OUTLINE OF CURRICULA
The curricula here outlined provide for the fulfillment
of general lower division requirements and special subject
requirements for a future major.
The course, General, is a curriculum preparing with
a minimum amount of delinquencies for departments other
than Philosophy, English, Science, History and Language.
FRESHMAN YEAR

(Philosophy and English)
English 1, 2, 3.
History 1, 2.
Economics 1.
Latin 9, 10, 11.
Science 1, 2, 3.

(Science)
English 1, 2, 3.
History 1, 2,
Economics 1.
Languages
Chemistry 1, 2, 3.

(History)

(Languages)

English 1, 2, 3.
History 1, 2.
Economics 1.
Science 1, 2, 3.

Latin 9, 10, 11.
French Y, 6, 7.
History 1, 2.
English 3.
(General)
English 1, 2, 3.
History 1, 2.
Economics 1.
Chemistry 1, 2, 3.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR

(Philosophy and English)
Philosophy 1.
Psychology 2, 3.
English 4, 5, 6.
Latin 12, 13, 14.
Natural Science 1, 2, 3.
(History)
Philosophy 1.
Psychology 2
History 3, 4.
Sociology 1.
French 5, 6, 7.

(Science)
Philosophy 1.
Psychology 2,.
Mathematics 1, 2, 3.
Physics, 1, 2, 3.
(Languages)
Philosophy 1.
Psychology 2, 3.
Natural Science 1, 2, 3.
Latin 12, 13, 14.
French8,9, 10.

(General)
Philosophy 1.
Psychology 2, 3.
English 4, 5, 6.
Natural Science 1, 2, 3.
UPPER DIVISION
A student may be enrolled in the upper division of the
College when he has completed the requirements of the
lower division as outlined above and has been accepted as
a major by one of the departments of the college authorized
to offer a major. In the upper division a minimum of 90
credits must be earned so distributed as to present a minimum of 36 credits in a single department known as the major
department, and 15 credits each in two departments known
as the minors, one correlated to the major and the other Unrestricted.
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TUITION AND FEES

Tuition, per quarter ................................................................$35.00
Matriculation Fee, paid at entrance ........................................5.00
Laboratory Fee, (in each science) ..............................................A0.00
Breakage Deposit for each laboratory course ............................10.00
Student tax, per quarter (for the use of the library, students activities, athletics) .............................................................................2.00
Conditional examinations (each) .....................................................2.00
Special examinations (each) ............................................................3.00
Late Registration Fee ....................................................................2.00
Change of Registration, per course ............................................1.50
GraduationFee ...............................................................................10.00
Payment for tuition must be made at the beginning of
each quarter. The scholastic year is divided into three quarters of approximately twelve weeks each.
A late registration fee of $2.00 will be charged to all
students who do not complete registration, including payment of fees, or arrangement for payment of fees, at the
prescribed time.
Payment for conditional examination must be made
invariably before examination.
One transcript of credits is given free on application.
A charge of $1.00 is made for each additional transcript.
Students who enroll for less than twelve hours per
quarter may pay at the rate of $5.00 per credit hour.
No student is entitled to take quarterly examinations
or receive any diploma or degree or be furnished with a record of his credits while any bills due the College remain
unpaid.
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REFUNDS
Students who withdraw or are dismissed for any cause
whatsoever will not receive a refund of fees or special
charges.
Students withdrawing for good and sufficient reasons
may receive refund for tuition prorated monthly.
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OUTLINE OF COURSES
APOLOGETICS
1, 2, 3. Religion in General. Revelation, Natural and Supernatural. Miracles and Prophecies. Documents of Christian Revelation. Historic Values. Authenticity, Integrity, and Reliability of the
Gospels. Proofs of the Divinity; the Mission of Jesus Christ and of
His work; the Christian Religion. The Infallibility of the Teaching
Body. Promise of Primacy; Nature and Character of Christ's
Church. The Marks of the Church. The Infallibility of the Pope.
The Bishops. Church and State. Belief in God. Faith, Natural and
Supernatural. Necessity and Certainty of Faith. Revelation and
Tradition. Existence and Nature of God. Divine Attributes.
Pantheism and Atheism. The Trinity.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
4, 5, 6. Creation. Its nature and purpose. Original justice and

Original Sin of Man. The Immaculate Conception. The General
Judgment. Heaven, Hell and Purgatory. The Incarnation and Redemption. Person and Nature of Christ. Divine and Human Wills
of Christ. Hypostatic Union. Nature of Redemption. Merits of
Christ. Worship of Christ. The Mother of God. Devotion to Mary
and the Saints. Application of Redemption. Grace, its Nature and
Necessity. Sanctifying and Actual Grace. Efficacious Grace.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
101, 102, 103. Christ, true man; one person in Christ. The
human intellect of Christ; the human will, the holiness of Christ.
The Redemption. The Merits of Christ. The Worship of Christ.
The Glories of Mary. Devotion to Mary and the Saints. Veneration of Relics and Images. The Redemption applied to Man. Actual
Grace, its nature. Man's natural capacity for good. The necessity
of Actual Grace for salutary acts. The power of concupiscence.
God's will to save man. Efficacious grace. Justification and Sanctifying Grace. Meriting the eternal reward.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
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104, 10, 106. The Sacraments. Their relation to Redemption.
Nature of Grace produced by the Sacraments. Requirements for
valid administration of the Sacraments; for the licit administration
of the Sacraments. Intention required for reception of the Sacraments. Matrimony; institution, purposes, principal purpose. Evidence in Holy Scripture for the doctrine that Matrimony is a
Sacrament. Matter and Form of Matrimony. Ministers of the
Sacrament. Polyandry and polygamy opposed to the law of God.
The Pauline Privilege. Impediments to Marriage. Requirements
for Marnage; for a valid marriage, for a licit marriage. Penance,
repentance for sins. Perfect contrition. Christ gave the Apostles
power to forgive sins. This power remains for all time in the
Church. In whom is this power vested? Penance is a Sacrament.
Requirements for receiving the Sacrament of Penance. Obligations to receive the Sacrament of Penance. Indulgences, plenary,
partial. Holy Orders. Episcopacy. Priesthood. Diaconate. Sub
Diaconate, Major Orders. Minor Orders. Who can validly ordain?
Christ conferred Priesthood on Apostles. Christ intended the
Priesthood to be perpetual. Matter and Form of the Sacrament
of Holy Orders. Effects.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
110, 111, 112. Christian Apologetics. A course concerned with
fundamental apologetic problems, such as the existence of God,
the nature of religion and revelation, the divinity of Christ, the
institution of the Church and the causes of indifferentism—intended to fortify the Catholic layman against the loose thinking
and skepticism of the day.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
CHEMISTRY
1. Inorganic Chemistry. A study of the occurrence, preparation, physical and chemical properties of non-metals, their use and
application in the arts; symbols and equations; laws of definite
and multiple proportion; equivalent, molecular and atomic weights;
oxidation, reduction, decomposition, dissociation, ionization and
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hydrolysis. One hour lecture, two hours recitation and two periods
of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: One year of High School
Chemistry. Otherwise one extra hour per week recitation.
Five hours—Fall.
Inorganic Chemistry. A thorough study of metals, their
classification and use; kinetic, molecular hypothesis; theory of solu'
tion and dissociation; colloids, hydrosols and hydrogels; chemical
equilibrium, ionization and the interaction of ionic substances; ionic
theory of precipitation and solution, complex ions. One hour
lecture, two hours recitation, and two periods of laboratory per
week- Prerequisite. Chemistry I.
Five hours—Winter.
Elementary Qualitative Analysis. Prerequisite Chemistry 1-2.
One hour lecture, one hour recitation and three periods of laboratory per week
Five hours—Spring.
ECONOMICS
Principles of Economics. This course is intended to give a
thorough explanation of the laws and principles underlying the
complex system by which human wants are satisfied and the
interpretation of various social and business phenomena in the light
of the knowledge thus gained. A study is made of the primary
processes of production and the system of exchange with an exposition of exchange values and price. Consideration is given to
money, its uses, banking practice and the principles of international
trade and foreign exchange. This is followed by an analysis of the
distribution of the social wealth produced. Transportation, taxation, cooperation and industrial remedies are also treated.
Five hours—Fall.
Organization of Production: Value and Exchange. This
course covers the primary processes of production as well as wealth,
the productive agents, specialization, large scale production and the
nature of business enterprise. An attempt is made to describe the
processes by which commodities are distributed or exchanged
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through the various markets of the country. The influences, which
tend to determine the exchange value and prices of a given commodity are examined. Throughout, emphasis is laid upon economic
laws which affect the production and evaluation of wealth.
Three hours--Winter
3. Money and the Mechanism of Exchange: International
Trade. This represents a study of money and its uses, and banking
practice, with special reference to the United States. A brief treatment of international trade and foreign exchange is also given.
Three hours—Spring.
Business Law—Contracts. Elements of a contract; parties,
consideration; illegal and void contracts; construction; verbal and
written contracts. Statute of Frauds; termination; breach; damages.
Negotiable instruments, Sales. Bills, notes, drafts and checks. Acceptance of Drafts. Certified checks; right and liabilities of endorsers; presentments; notice of dishonor; protest. Sales; the contract
of sales, immediate and future sales; rights and duties of consignee;
consignor and carrier; stoppage and loss in transit; setting sales
aside; warranties.

Three hours—Fall

Agency. Baihnents and Carriers Who may be agents
and how appointed; rights and duties of agents and principals in
reference to each other and third parties; termination. Bailments.
Nature and classification; innkeepers. Common carriers; carriers
of passengers; and of goods; telegraph and telephone companies. Partnerships and Corporations. Bankruptcy. Articles of co-partnership;
rights of partners against each other. Rights of creditors against
firm and partners; kind of partners; termination, liquidation of
assets.
Three hours—Winter.
Corporations, charter and bylaws; stock holders and directors' meetings. Form of corporate stock; elections, ultra vires acts;
directors' and stockholders' liabilities; rights of creditors; dissolution.
Bankruptcy. Who may become bankrupts; exemption, duties; corn-
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positions, discharge; offence against bankruptcy law; trustees and
referees; preferred creditors.
Three hours—Spring.
ENGLISH
Composition and Rhetoric. A course in the essentials of
composition and effective English. Thorough introductory review
of the principles of grammar and syntax, with daily exercises followed by a study of the elements of style, expression and form.
The sentence and the paragraph are studied as the units of writing.
The principles of Exposition and Argumentation are investigated
and practiced in original themes. Daily exercises based on text and
handbook and one weekly theme. Required of all Freshmen.
Five hours—Fall.
Advanced Rhetoric. A continuation of English 1. A systematic study of two further forms of expression; description and
narration. Daily exercises in outlining, planning and preparing
analyses of original work or of models studied. Collateral reading
based on text-book of specimens and library assignments. This
course, with English 1, is required of all candidates for a degree.
Five hours—Winter.
Introduction to Literature. The definition of Literature.
Characteristic qualities of the Art. The Position of Literature
among the other Fine Arts. The four elements of Literature—
Emotion, Imagination, Thought and Form. Discussion of each
element. The division of Literature into Prose and Poetry. The
nature and province of Prose. The nature and province of Poetry.
The emotional element in Poetry. The function of the Imagination.
The intellectual element and points of form. An examination of
epic, lyric and dramatic poetry. General laws of versification, including the standard forms of verse, the ode, the sonnet, the Spenserian stanza, et cetera.
Five hours—Spring.
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English Literature. A general historical survey of the origin
and development of English literature. The progress of English
poetry, prose and drama by periods is taken up; the social and
political backgrounds, the dominating influences in each period.
The representative writers and selected readings from their works.
This course is arranged as an advanced historical study designed to
provide a background for all future literary studies, whether historical or typical. Reports and outlines required in addition to
notes on reading.
Five hours—Fall
English Literature. A continuation of English 4. This course
traces the development of modern literature by a study of periods,
backgrounds, authors and representative readings, both in class
and in the library.
Five hours—Winter.
Argumentation and Oratory. Invention, arrangement and
development of thought; a course presenting the principles of reasoning and persuasion. Critical analysis and discussion of classic
specimens of oratorical composition, ancient and modern.
Five hours—Spring.
10, 11, 12. Same matter covered as in English I.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
105. Aesthetic and Literary Criticism. The philosophical basis
of aesthetics, the elements of taste, the theory of criticism; a survey of critical standards; a study of the schools of criticism and of
the work of the chief literary critics. Critical papers on assigned
subjects will be required.
Three hours—Fall
106, Romantic Movement. The literary history of the Romantic poets in England; political and social changes. The Romantic ideal in literature. Wordsworth and the poets of Nature;
Coleridge and the imagination. The rise of the social and character
novel; prose changes; the growth toward the Victorian spirit.
Three hours—Winter
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Victorian Literature. Readings in poetry and prose from
'representative authors. Special attention is given to the poetry of
Browning, Tennyson, Arnold and Newman.
Three hours—Spring
Seminar in nineteenth century Literature. Studies of
representative authors of the period.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring
120, 121. 122. Shakespeare. Shakespeare's life, influence, background and sources of his plays. An acquaintance by reading of assignments with the Shakespearean literature of criticism; a study of
his chief plays especially in comparison with those of other dramatists.
The poems of Shakespeare together with certain representative
specimens of the work of his contemporaries. Plays read and
analyzed in class with supplementary readings, both in the plays
and in the books on the Elizabethan age and its drama, required.
Three hours—Fall, Winter, Spring
123. Seminar in Shakespeare. Problems in the study of
Shakespeare and his contemporaries.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring
FRENCH
5, 6, 7. Intermediate French. A thorough review of grammar
and syntax. The object of this course is to acquaint the student
with the general vocabulary and enable him to read the more
simple French writers.
Five hours—Fall, Winter, Spring

8, 9, 10. This course continues the work begun in Intermediate
French. Regular exercises are given in written work and copious
reading is made from the standard works.
Five hours—Fall, Winter, Spring
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HISTORY
Era of Charlemagne to "Reformation," 800-1517 A. D.
Historical significance of the Roman Empire. Reorganization of
the Western World under Charlemagne. Feudalism, its origin,
nature and influence for good and evil. The medieval Church.
Islam, its origin and character, its assaults upon Christians and the
civilized world, the Crusades. Social and economic features of the
Middle Ages. Medieval education. Development of free institutions in the Middle Ages. Expansion of Europe to the East.
The Renaissance.
Five hours—Winter
History of Modern Europe. A general survey of European
civilization from the beginning of the sixteenth century to the
present time. Political activities in the various countries. Later
irreligious tendencies and the French Revolution. Social factors
of the nineteenth century.
Five hours—Spring.
American History to 1828. This course, with the following,
aims to bring into relief the outstanding influences that have
shaped the history of the United States from the Colonial Period
to our own, stressing for the purpose topics of import for the
social, economic and political development of the nation. By special work under direction of the instructor upper division students
may receive upper division credit for History 3-4.
Five hours—Winter
American History since 1828. Supplementary to Course 3,
with similar aims and methods of instruction. Bears in its later
phases on conditions and circumstances that led to America's participation in the Great War, resulting in a clearer national consciousness of the significance and value of American citizenship.
Five hours—Spring
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1, 2, 3. Elementary Italian. Elements of Italian Grammar.
Drill in pronunciation, vocubulary, syntax, oral and written exercises, reading from simpler Italian prose.
Three hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
4, 5, 6. Intermediate Italian. Review of grammar and syntax.
Translation. Oral and written exercises. Readings of somewhat
difficult Italian prose.
Three hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
LATIN
Cicero. De Amicitia. With collateral readings in the historical and social backgrounds of the age.
Five hours—Fall.
Cicero. De Senectute. With readings to supplement the
collateral readings in Latin 9.
Five hours—Winter.
Horace. Selections from odes, epodes, satires and letters.
Five hours—Spring.
12, 13, 14. Livy. Tacitus, Book XV.
Three hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
MATHEMATICS
5. Algebra. Complete Algebra to include quadratic equations;
then more particularly, ratio and proportion, progression, imaginary and complex numbers, indeterminate equations; binominal
theorems; variables and limits; inequalities, interpretations of results; logarithms; permutations and combinations; undetermined
coefficients; determinants and graphic algebra. Prerequisite, one
year of High School Algebra,
Five hours—Fall.
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Trigonometry. Development of general formulas. Functions
and their relations. Logarithms and their uses. Properties of
triangles. Application of principles to practical problems in right
and oblique triangles. Navigation in plane trigonometrical problems.
Spherical trigonometry. Application to problems in astronomy
and spherical mensuration. Prerequisite, Algebra 5.
Five hours—Winter.
Analytic Geometry. Loci. Lines, Circles. Different systems.
Loci of second order. Plane curves of higher order. Solid analytical geometry, especially of revolution. General equations, prerequisite Mathematics 5 and 6.
Five hours—Spring.
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
1, Dialetics, Critics. This course is concerned mainly with
the nature and acts of the mind; ideas, judgments, the syllogism,
the laws of correct reasoning, induction and deduction, argumentation and proof. Truth and error, the nature, possibility, degrees,
motives and criteria of certitude.
Five hours—Fall.
Psychology. Beginning with the explanation of the cerebrospinal nervous system, this course leads on to the study of the
phenomena of sensuous life; conscious and unconscious activities;
nature and properties of sensation, the external and internal sense
perceptions; dreams; delusions, and hallucinations. Sense appetency,
bodily movement, voluntary and involuntary.
Five hours—Winter.
Psychology. The empirical study of intellectual life in man;
the cognoscible faculty known as the intellect; the relation of the
intellect to the brain; the universal idea. The theories of Plato,
Descartes, Spinoza. Leibnitz and Kant on the origin of the idea;
Empiricism, Positivism; the Scholastic theory of the origin of the
idea. The immaterial appetitive faculty called the will. The freedom
of the will. Study of the human soul; its substantiality, simplicity,
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spirituality, individuality and immortality; refutation of false theories on the Ego advanced by Kant, Hume, Mill and James; the
relation of man's soui to his body; refutation of various Monistic
theories about the psycho-physical activities of man; the creation
of the human soul by God. Refutation of Anthropologic evolution.
Five hours—Spring.
4, 5, 6, Psychology. The object of this course is to acquaint the
student with some of the more important and fundamental phenomena of the sensuous and rational life of man; sense perception;
memory and imagination; intellectual apprehension; sensuous and
rational appetency; freedom of will.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
10, 11, 12. General and Applied Ethics. Elementary course in
ethical foundations; the nature, freedom and responsibility of man;
the final end of man; right and wrong in human actions; rights
and duties; conscience; the natural law; man's threefold duties;
the family; society; private property.
Two hours—Fall, Winter, Spring.
Metaphysics. Ontology. A methodical investigation of the
fundamental aspects of Being; its primary divisions and transcendental attributes. Potency and Act. Substance and Accident.
Five hours—Fall.
Special Metaphysics. (a) The cause. The notion of cause
and its divisions. (b) The universe and matter. General properties
of matter. The origin of the material universe. The constitution
of inorganic bodies. Life, spiritual and organic. Mechanical theory
of life. The evolution of matter.
Five hours—Winter.
106. Theodicy. Proof of the existence of God. His essence;
examination of pantheistic systems; the divine immutability; immensity, eternity; the divine intellect and will; moral attributes
of God. His omnipotence; divine providence.
Five hours—Spring.
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110. Ethics. Happiness. Human Arts. Passions. Habits and
Virtues. Origin of Moral Obligation. The Eternal Law. The
Natural Law of Conscience. The Sanction of Natural Law. Hedon
ism and Utilitarianism. The Philosophy of Religion. Ethics of
the States. The ethics of International right. Foundation of International Law. Mutual Relations of Nations. Rights of Coinmerce and neutrality; The nature and justice of War. Arbritration.
Five hours—Fall.
Philosophy of the Greeks. A study of the development of
Greek thought from the Pre-Socratic era through Plato and Aristotle
to the Greco-Oriental periods. Lectures, essays, and required readings.
Three hours—Fall
Recent Philosophy. Descartes to Kant, 1620-1780. A study
of the Intellectualist movement from Descartes to Leibnitz and of
English and French Empiricism. Lectures, essays and required
readings.
Three hours—Winter.
Recent Philosophy. Kant and his successors. The Transcendental Idealism of Kant and the Monistic Idealism of his successors. Later varieties of the Empiricist theory. Pragmatism.
Neorealism. Spiritualism. Lectures, essays, and required readings.
Three hours—Spring.
PHYSICS
1, 2. Mechanics, Molecular Physics, Sound. General principles
of matter. General properties of bodies. Equilibrium. Gravity,
pendulum. Properties peculiar to Solids. Capillarity. Hydro-dynamics. The properties of gases. Aerodynamics. Production, propogation and reflection of sound. The physical theory of music. One
hour lecture, two hours recitation and two hours laboratory per
week. Prerequisite. One year High School Physics. Otherwise one
hour extra recitation per week.
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3. Light, Heat, Electricity, Transmissions, velocity and refraction
of light. Mirrors, Lenses, Dispersion and Achromatism. Optical
instruments. The eye. Double refraction. Interference and polarization. Properties of magnetism. Laws of magnetic action. Terrestrial magnetism. Quantitative laws of electric action. Distribution.
Electrostatic induction of influence. Electric machines. Condensation of electricity. Voltaic cell. Its modifications. Magnetic field
due to current. Galvanometers. Ohm's law. Conversion of electric
energy into heat. Thermo-electricity. Electrodynamics. Magnetism
of iron. Telegraphy. Electric magnets, Induction passage of electricity through gases. Magnets, dynamos and lights. One hour
lecture, two hours recitation and two hours laboratory per week.
Prerequisite, Physics 1 and 2.
Five hours—Spring.
PUBLIC SPEAKING AND ORATORY
1, 2, 3. Principles of Vocal Expression and Gesture. A practical
course in the fundamentals of effective speaking with class exercises, criticism and conferences.
One hour—Fall, Winter, Spring.
4, 5, 6. Practical Speaking. Rudiments of speaking for practical
purposes. Forms of argument, assertions, and proofs, processes of
reasoning; uses of materials of proof. Methods of development in
composition. Success factors of delivery in oral discussion and
formal business address. Students are required to prepare forensic
papers on current questions as well as to participate in group discussion and open debate.
One hour—Fall, Winter, Spring.
101, 102, 103. Extemporaneous Speaking. Principles governing
extemporaneous address; planning, adaption. Development of poise
and vocabulary of words. Oral composition. Development of alertness, resourcefulness and tact in oral argument.
One Hour—Fall, Winter, Spring.
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104, 10, 106. Informal Oral Discussion. Study and practice of
the technique of oral composition, interview and impromptu participation contributions; quickly "making" and "breaking" contentions;
criticizing the fabric of belief. Developnient of ready vocabulary of
words. Art of clear and concise informal talk. Fearless but agreeable oral expression.
One hour—Fall, Winter, Spring.

SOCIOLOGY
1, Introductory Sociology. A course designed to introduce the
student to the scientific study of social problems in relation to the
family and individual.
Five hours—Fall.

101, 102. General Sociology. Social principles. Sociology of the
related sciences. Postulates. Natural conditions affecting social life.
Analysis of social activities, religion, education and charity. Basis
of social virtues. Fortitude. Temperance. Justice. Natural resources.
Population. Immigration. Labor organization. Woman and child
labor. Also problems of poverty, crime, housing, with a survey of
preventive work relating to the poor, defectives, and delinquents.
Three hours—Winter, Spring.
103, 104. Social Ethics. Application of Christian ethics to economic and social phenomena. Origin and development of the family,
marriage and social order; divorce; parental authority; the education of the child. The ethics of property; liberalism; socialism and
communism; capital and labor combines; strikes; lockouts and boy'
cotts; public health; control of education, traffic, etc.; the ethics
of state; the nature, end and origin of civil society. The false
theories of society of Hobbes and Rousseau. Forms of civil government. Citizenship. Suffrage. The functions of civil government.
Taxation. Death penalty. Freedom of worship and of the press.
State Education.
Five hours—Winter, Spring.
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THE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The object of the Seattle College Alumni Association is to
foster and preserve a spirit of union among its members; to assist
in realizing the ideals of Seattle College; and to cooperate in advancing its interests.

StephenA Cain --------------------------------------------------------------- ---- President
Bernard Monohan ------------ ----------------------------- ----------- Vice-President
George Townsend ----------------------------------------- --------------------- Secretary
Malcolm McKinnon .....------------------------------------------------------- Treasurer
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